Hey ewes!

Although at times we have various theatrical happenings at school, last Thursday, Prep and Year 1/2 students were lucky enough to experience and enjoy professional live theatre at the Theatre Royal in Hobart.

We all followed like sheep into the theatre and settled down in anticipation of what was going to be presented.

The play “Pete the Sheep” is an adaptation based on the book written by Jackie French and Bruce Whatley.

After the show, the staff that accompanied the students made the following comments:

“It was ewesome!”
‘The wether was so good so to ram it up we went to Sandy Bay paaa - rk”
“We had a woolly good time!”

Some sheep jokes from Mr. Kinder.

“What do you call a sheep covered in chocolate?” “A candy baa!”
“What do you call a dancing sheep?” “A Baa - lerina”

“Why was the sheep booked on the freeway?” “Because she did a ewe- turn!”

Not to be outdone, Kate Greaves came up with this joke: “What do you call a sheep doll?” “A Baaaa -rbie doll!”

We would like to thank Mrs. Stockford for sharing and reading the story of “Pete the Sheep” during our Library session and arranging the booking at the theatre.

P.S
No recipe from the Year 1/2 Master Chefs this week. The students had a break to check out any ewe recipe from “Pete the Sheep”. No ewe recipes, but we came back with some great ideas for some fantastic hairstyles! Lady Baa Baa was amazing!
Every day aim for:

2 serves of fruit AND
5 serves of vegetables

What’s in a serve?

1 SERVE FRUIT

1 piece medium sized fruit
1 cup tinned fruit
2 pieces smaller fruit
4 pieces dried fruit

1 SERVE VEGETABLES

1 medium potato
1 cup salad vegetables
½ cup cooked vegetables
½ cup legumes

For more information and for family ideas on healthy eating and physical activity visit: www.movewelleatwell.tas.gov.au